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BURN 

 

Wake up to the evil sounds running through your mind 

Flashbacks from a darker time it kills you every night 

Can't describe this aching feeling never will subside  

Leave you in hell you have created punish and torment your mind 

 

Prosecution your reign of terror has come to an end 

Execution by the grip of your own hand 

 

Just you wait and see you'll kill yourself for peace 

As you turn around I'll burn you to the ground 

 

Look into my eyes you'll feel the sudden rise 

Take your final breath your body laid to rest 

 

Burnt by one saved by another my only passion is to make them suffer 

Hatred reeks out during the night as I pulverize your twisted kind 

Greed and lust is out of control as misery rips into the soul 

Once a friend I stood to believe you're nothing more an infectious disease 

 

Blood rolls down your face tonight it all becomes to real 

Dismiss yourself to all mankind your fate is drawing near 

Nothing remains deep inside your fading world slowly dies  

Bringer of hate death divine I extinguish your pathetic life 
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TEARS OF TRAGEDY 

 

Storming cities far and wide spreading fear across the nation 

Taking down the masses leaving social devastation  

Drowning to the feeling of aggression demonstrated 

Maliciously created to complete annihilation 

Humanity becomes a target of assassination 

Pleading to insanity mind filled with hatred 

Feeling the oppression agonizing in frustration 

Terrorize the spirit mind and body separation  

 

Tears of tragedy fill your eyes leaving faith behind 

Tears of tragedy fill your eyes leaving faith behind 

Nothing left to fear or praise nothing will take this soul away 

 

Lies build the path for the future of our youth 

Praying to a sacrificial monument for truth 

Insisting answers from the blind who try and lead today 

They all wash their hands in corrupt and violent ways 

Blinded by distractions caused by men in charge today 

Perseverance all that's left in this declining age 

Beginning to a world of wars destruction marks it's way 

We all stand in silence from this global disarray 
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THE AFTERLIFE 

 

Start to turn white as a slide in my blade 

Die in this mess that you create 

Watch your every move to control your life 

Making you my victim during the dark night 

Gaze into my eyes feeling so elite 



 

 

As i cut in and watch you bleed 

This lust has now only just begun 

Body turns red totally numb 

 

Victims of life they will come 

Ripping through flesh until it's done 

Feeding off pure human blood 

Begging for mercy we have won 

 

Come with me to the end 

Silence all of this pain 

Crucify you for Christ 

The afterlife is the end 

 

I have come to steal your soul create the spirit destroy it all  

No one hears your painful cries only aim to traumatize 

Feel your heart beating in my hand spill your blood across the land 

Eyes turn black you decay nothing of you will remain 

Beneath the lies you bring to me an empty mind of misery 

Evil ways that came to be failed attempt to poison me 

Chaos driven leave behind dying slow dead inside  

Beast inside will arise he has come to take your life 
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IMPERVIOUS 

 

Death is all we ever see human rights atrocity 

As destruction takes control humanity is left to fall 

Senseless mayhem spilling blood constant terror running a muck 

Silent screams rule the night from this battle we all front 

The end of days is coming our time is near 



 

 

Apocalyptic sacrifice we all fear 

 

Impervious to the eyes of deception 

They try and tear us apart  

But we will 

 

Rise against or else you'll never see the light of day again 

My friend tonight they die in agony 

Fight to the very end of days 

But we will rise up and defend 

Or else you'll never see the light again my friend 

 

Living in chaos driven with greed 

Force fed drama from political fear 

I will take your life nor shed a tear 

I become your enemy rage when you're near 

I have lost all control killing peace conquer all  

Deadly act weapon of war feel my pain endless gore 

 

The end of days is here now unwilling into desolation  

Catastrophic scenes flocking nation to a nation 

Suicidal killing spree pull the trigger men will bleed 

Bringer of fatality involving all hypocrisy 

Punisher of lives destroying what we know 

Killing our self it's all they'll ever know 
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CROSS THIS PATH 

 

Rise from the ashes torn from the grave 

Ask yourself the question are we all but slaves 

Submit to the hands evil brings to you 



 

 

Disconnected system stolen youth  

 

We're all here to pass the time 

There's no difference to you and I 

What you seek is what you'll find 

Cross this path exit life  

 

So far gone you've left without a trace 

Memories of you taking over this place 

Sickened by the sound controls your mind 

Drowning in sorrow you pass us by 

 

 

Unfulfilled dreams under those bright eyes 

Mortality hits freedom is alive  

Aggressively driven demons inside 

This trail of hate no more compromise  
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SACRIFICED  

 

Exterminate those who aren't of this line  

Annihilating a breed before the world's eyes  

Utterly stricken all of mankind  

An outbreak of violence cold terror will lie 

Fields of bodies continue to blaze 

Carving destruction fills bottomless graves 

Begging for death this life inhumane  

This body count grows machines will slay 

 

 



 

 

Sacrificed in the burning flames 

Time to set the world ablaze  

 

Prophecy will bring hell on earth 

Controlling life extinguish the world  

 

A place designed to torture the masses  

Smouldering bodies human ashes 

Submerged the victims in ice cold tomb's 

Crumble before this tormenting doom 

Millions punished dark oppression 

Mind turns black eternal regression  

Marching out to fatal attraction 

Losing yourself with life's distraction  
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HELLBENT ON CHAOS 

 

I'll lead you to your warpath blood will fill the sky 

A tribute to the world all humanity will die 

Raining hell-fire will brainwash your mind  

Forged in negativity forced into demise  

Baptized in hatred dreams of suicide 

Death by selection conspiracy disguised  

Buying the world it comes at a price  

Begging for mercy there will be no more lies 

 

There will be no freedom left in this world 

Slowly contradicting this sacred promised word 

 

 

Hellbent on Chaos  



 

 

Spiralling out of control  

Destroying our brothers 

Losing self control 

 

 

Hate becomes strong from all that is lost 

Never ending passion to condemn the cross 

This is the reason hell exists  

Try and free your mind and dismiss 

Poison courses through these veins  

Clouding minds breeding hate 

Malicious acts pointless ways  

Powers of the enemy lying waste 

 

Slave to the masses feeding into the assault 

Drowning in depression violent ways of control 

There is a way to break through this never ending mess 

Begging for forgiveness left with emptiness  

Overthrow by your god destroy the leaders of today  

Bringing back aggression face the evil once again  

Hopelessly devoted to this kingdom filled with hate 

Despise the world all hope is gone left in total decay 
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CREATED TO KILL 

 

 

Undying the beast rips through your mind  

Don't be surprised when humanity declines  

Terrible uncertainty will conquer and divide  

Never ending torment bludgeoning demise 



 

 

 

 

Left here to die 

In this cold dark place 

Nothing will be left 

But to destroy the human race 

 

 

Cannot see the light as we fall 

Blood shines red death takes all 

Carve your name upon my chest  

Look into the face of death 

Lifeless eyes with no emotion  

Skinned alive filled with fear  

Scared to move or make a sound 

Created to kill hunt you down 

 

 

Feeling dead alive nothing left inside  

Walk this planet trying to survive 

Soulless and empty cannot be revived  

Victim to an epidemic all control denied 

 

 

Bloodlust adrenaline rushing through your veins 

Mindless possession turning into evil prey  

For the ones who hide no one will survive it  

Victims of this universe devastating all 

 

 

Destroy the lives of the innocent  

Drink the nectar of the infant  

Turn this place into a massacre  

Enemies surround the perimeter   
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